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A PUNCHED CARD SYSTEM OF INVENTORY CONTROL

The purpose of this article is to describe what I believe to be
a unique method of inventory control, accounting and billing for
chain stores which is generally known as the Davidson System.
The system is based upon the use of tabulating machine cards.
Cards are punched for all units of merchandise received, set up in
files as the inventory of merchandise on hand, withdrawn on the
authority of store order requisitions and tabulated in duplicate,
creating an automatic invoice without pricing, costing, extending,
adding or typing.
A tabulating card is usually considered as nothing but an
instrument for making the tabulators and the sorters function, but
in this system it is first used as an office form, about 3x7 inches in
size, capable of being used in much the same way as any other card
or piece of paper of these approximate dimensions. Although the
paper quality of a tabulating card is not high, it takes ink reason
ably well and will stand a lot of handling; and second, by the
machine application it becomes a superform which, after being
punched, can sort itself, print itself and add itself in many columns
simultaneously.
The Davidson system does not apply to all industries. For
example, although covering chain grocery requirements with
extraordinary success, it does not fit chain meat markets at all.
But it applies to moving picture distribution, some kinds of stock
brokerage, assembling types of manufacturing, gas and electric
utilities, fire and life insurance companies, and ready-to-wear mer
chandising largely because each one of these industries is built up
on standardized unit transactions.
The central warehouse essential to successful chain grocery
operation deals in standardized merchandise units. They receive
one hundred cases of canned peaches and a hundred stores each
order one case or two cases. The unit of goods received is almost
invariably the unit of delivery.
In moving picture distribution, all transactions are based upon
a leasing contract between distributor and exhibitor covering one
or more units of service.
In stock brokerage each “buy” or “sell” of a security is a
separate unit transaction, with all facts known from the moment
of consummation.
The material control, stock and costs records as well as produc
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tion control of assembling types of manufacturing are generally
based on scheduled and predetermined standard units.
Each debit in gas and electric accounting is theoretically a
separate and complete unit transaction from the moment of meter
reading to the time of payment by the consumer.
All transaction records in insurance center about an accepted
risk application.
Each garment in ready-to-wear merchandise needs to be under
separate control for turn-over, inventory and replacement.
Chain Grocery Store Organization

and

Routine

In order to explain the actual working of the system let us
take a chain grocery installation as an example.
Assume that the concern has a warehouse distributing gro
ceries to two hundred stores, each store averaging sales of $800
per week, and ordering warehouse merchandise twice a week. The
orders for delivery early in the week might average one hundred
and twenty-five shipping units per order and the week-end, or fill-in
order fifty shipping units. Therefore, two hundred stores would
order and receive about thirty-five thousand packages, cases, bags,
or whatever the shipping units were, each week.
The direct deliveries by vendors to chain grocery stores is a
very small percentage of the total merchandise handled. To make
weekly deliveries to two hundred stores, for instance, requires a
highly developed distribution service such as is maintained by
dairy firms, bread bakeries, cracker and biscuit manufacturers, and
by the producers of semi-perishable items such as mayonnaise and
Saratoga chips. Therefore, the central warehouse is the vital
organism of chain grocery operation.
Chain grocery organization resembles that for all retail mer
chandising concerns, except for the central warehouse feature.
There must be a general manager over a manager of purchases, a
manager of stores, a warehouse manager (delivery service coming
under him), and an office manager of comptroller. There may be a
merchandise manager over a superintendent of buying and a gen
eral superintendent of stores. It is very important to set up a sin
gle responsibility for the purchase and disposition of the merchan
dise. Otherwise there will be constant alibis between the purchase
department and the sales department.
The major operating functions of the chain grocery business
may be outlined as follows: Buyers purchase goods for warehouse
delivery. The warehouse receives the goods and stores them as
surplus merchandise or as available for selection. The stores send
orders for goods to the warehouse. The warehouse selects, packs,
assembles and delivers the merchandise to the stores. The office
costs, prices and bills the goods to the stores and charges them.
The Purchasing Department maintains purchase and stock records.
The office prepares sales statistics and audits the store accounts.
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Stocks are turned over from fifteen to twenty times a year
in well organized grocery chains. Many items, such as butter and
eggs turn fifty or more times. As a matter of fact, the stores gen
erally carry a stock which only inventories three times as much
as their weekly sales, or $2,500 for a store doing $800 per week.
Most of the chain grocery concerns charge the goods to the
stores at retail. The rapid turnover makes this especially prac
tical, since the goods are generally sold before a change in price
occurs. Several large companies persist in using the old-fashioned
ineffective charging-at-cost basis. There are many unanswerable
arguments in favor of the charging-at-retail method, a method in
almost universal use among department stores. Reasons in favor
of the retail system include the difficulty of costing the store inven
tory, if several lots of goods with different costs are on hand at
the same time. Charging at retail sets up a definite responsibility
in terms of gross receipts. A store manager has to account for
so much retail debit, either in cash deposited or in goods on hand.
It makes “knocking down” impossible.
Conditions of uniform price vary in the different companies.
Some concerns are on a one-price-for-all-stores basis. Others find
it necessary to maintain different price schedules in different ter
ritories. The example explained herein is a one-price-for-all-stores
chain, but the plan is just as feasible where prices vary.
Most warehouses deliver to stores by their own automobile
trucks or by contract with trucking concerns, but there is some
freight shipping beyond trucking distances.
The stores either order from a merchandise list by longhand
entry on a single, duplicate or triplicate order sheet, or enter their
orders on a printed order blank containing a list of all standard
merchandise. There can be no question about the superiority of
the latter method. Some companies, however, use the duplicate
hand-written form, and by costing and pricing and extending the
copies (one returned to the stores as a bill) fool themselves into
believing they have “bipassed” the billing operation.
In order to provide a competent store check on goods received
from the warehouse, it is highly desirable that some sort of detailed
delivery receipt or invoice accompany the goods. Unpriced, unex
tended invoices or dray lists are usually used.
Another item of routine common to all grocery chains is the
adjustment of price changes. There are two kinds of price changes,
permanent and temporary or for a fixed period such as the weekly
special reductions. To adjust the store debits at retail requires
a physical inventory as of the date the change in price is to go into
effect. If the change is permanent, the credit or debit can be
entered on the receipt of the inventory. If the price is temporary,
inventories at the beginning and at the end of the special price
interval are necessary, and a record of receipts between the initial
and discontinuance date, in order to figure the units of merchandise
sold at the special price. Credit is then given for the difference
between the regular and special price.
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It has seemed necessary to state the above general conditions
and routine of the chain grocery concerns since many accountants
have not been behind the scenes of this comparatively new form
of business.
Use of Letters Instead of Figures

The first problem in applying the use of tabulating cards to the
chain store accounting problems was to arrange for the use of
letters instead of figures. One of the tabulating machine companies
finally agreed to equip sixteen printing sectors of nine units each
with letters in place of figures.
By an elaborate abbreviation of all commodity names and
descriptions, and a scientific selection of the most frequently used
letters, an alphabetical set-up which would intelligibly print every
commodity name and description was devised. The fac-simile of
the tabulating card (see Form 1) illustrates the final arrangement.

Form 1

Central Ideas of the System

The central ideas of the installation were to punch tabulating
cards for all shipping units of merchandise received; to set these
cards up in files as the perpetual inventory of goods on hand; to
apply the store orders against this file; to withdraw a card for each
shipping unit ordered; to place the punched tabulating cards in
the hopper of a tabulator and create a duplicate store invoice and
warehouse selecting record, and then to use the cards for general
mark-up analysis and store analysis.
As relatively minor features automatic purchase signals were
provided, with records of consumption, warehouse turnover, and
merchandise delinquency.
It is not possible to go into the details of the advance prepara
tion necessary before a starting point was reached, because the
conditions to be provided had to do with facts of the chain grocery
business and are beyond the scope of this article.
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Standard List

of

Merchandise

A standard list of merchandise was prepared first of all. The
biggest chains stock from 700 to 850 different options of mer
chandise. Some chains carry as many as 2,000 items but let us
assume that the one selected as an example plans to have 1,200
kinds or sizes of goods on hand. As chain groceries thrive because
of price appeal, the service of wide choice is neither logical nor
practicable. To insure rapid turnover with all of its basic advan
tages a small number of options is desirable.
After a standard list has been approved by the Purchasing
Manager, the Warehouse Manager, and by the Sales Manager and
his assistants, it corresponds to a manufacturing Bill of Material
as a working basis. The standard list of commodities is next put
in card form for the sake of flexibility. Much of the advance
preparation depends upon the standard list.
Arrangement of Merchandise in Warehouse

After the standard list of merchandise has been prepared, the
arrangement of merchandise in the warehouse has to be decided
upon. Merchandise may be classified as selection storage, or the
goods from which store orders are to be selected, and surplus
storage, from which the selection stocks are replenished. The
arrangement of commodities from which the warehouse selectors
are to pick out the items ordered by stores should be very compact
in order to concentrate the most kinds of goods in the least length
of aisle. Then, the heaviest and fastest moving goods should be
nearest the shipping floor. Perishables should be on the shipping
floor. The warehouse arrangement determines the order of the
standard list.
The store order form, the printed storage stock of tabulating
cards and the perpetual inventory files, all follow the warehouse
arrangement of merchandise. If all canned tomatoes are stored
in adjoining sections, from the highest quality to the cheapest
grades, with the various sized cans under each grade, then the
store order blank will group all canned tomatoes together. But if
all highest grade canned vegetables are grouped in the warehouse,
then the store order blank will have a heading for Fancy Canned
Vegetables, running from Asparagus, Beans, Corn, etc., to Toma
toes, with various can sizes under each. Floor Location No., Sec
tion No., and Aisle No. are entered on each card.
Store Shipping Units

Next the standard list of cards is used for predetermining the
store shipping units. Most goods are re-shipped to stores in the
original packages received from manufacturers, but a minimum
quantity must be decided on for goods which are to be shipped
in less than original case lots. Some imported canned goods arrive
100 to a case, but stores only need 12, 18 or 24 at a time. If the
stores carry over 1,000 items, many of them would be overstocked
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by the shipment of a whole case of many higher priced items. To
set up standard shipping units is very important from two stand
points. The standard unit acts as a guide to store managers and
prevents over-stocking. It also permits the warehouse to re-pack
original cases or packages at the time of receipt into standard ship
ping units. By making one job of repacking, much labor is saved
over the packing from open stock of each individual store order.
Open stock with all of its attendant evils of warehouse shortage
and damage, and delivery shortage and damage may be practically
eliminated by repacking into standard shipping units.
Further Uses

of

Commodity Cards

The commodity cards, as soon as arranged by floors or sections,
and by aisles, into final merchandise arrangement sequence, are
listed so that the cards may be freely used in any desired order.
The next step is to cost and price each card and to figure the
gross profit percentage so that the profit percentage can be indicated
for the commodity code number, except for the commodity numbers
of items which change in price frequently, such as Butter, Eggs,
Produce and Sugar.
The Freight Classification Number must also be written on
every card if there is freight shipping to stores, so that the freight
class number can be made a part of the commodity code number to
permit the mechanical preparation of freight bills.
The gross weight must be secured and entered on each card
so that tonnage records may be maintained for warehouse statistics
and for automobile records and freight shipping weights.
The cards must now be collated into the general commodity
classification, with a maximum of eleven, so that one sorting
through the sorter will group them into the major grocery divi
sions, such as O-Sugar, 1-Butter, 2-Eggs, 3-Produce, etc.
Each major class will be subdivided and the subdivisions num
bered, as for example Sugar might be subdivided into Granulated,
Powdered, Loaf and Brown, and also into Bulk and Packaged
options.
When the work of classification is done the cards are ready
for the entry of commodity numbers, which would be a four digit
number if no freight shipping, and a five or six digit number if
freight classification designation is to be included. The left hand
digit would indicate profit percentage, as for instance 0—no desig
nation, 1—under 10%, 2—10 to 15%, etc. The hundreds place
would cover general class, and the tens place special class. Units
place would designate the option. For instance, 2632 might be the
commodity number for Kirkmans 6 Oz. Naptha Soap: 2—10 to
15% profit.
6—Laundry Soaps and Condensed Milk (grouped because of
low profit and large sales).
3—Laundry Soaps manufactured by Kirkman.
2—Kirkmans Naptha Soap 6 Oz. size.
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If freight classification is to be included, two numbers, as for
example, 71 for Laundry and Toilet Soaps may be used, so that
the Commodity Code No. would be 263271.
The code numbers must be assigned so that shipments to
stores may be grouped with the least sorting according to the ten
or eleven major divisions of groceries, and grouped according to
profit percentage and also freight classification, and grouped fur
thermore for purchase department records right down to individ
ual commodities. The purchase record books are maintained in
Commodity Warehouse order, which the Commodity Numbering
follows in a general way.
After the code numbering has all been entered on the cards
(and transferred to the Commodity Lists to insure numbers for
every item), the final step of figuring out the official abbreviations
of commodity names and descriptions, completes the advance prep
aration of commodity information. Letters instead of figures are
set up on sixteen or eighteen rows of tabulator keys and it is
therefore possible to print commodity names and descriptions.
Although each step is essential to the installation of the
system being described, much of the work has an important and
general value in standardizing important business functions and
merchandise purchasing and handling. The careful analytical
study necessary for compiling this commodity information should
be a real tonic for any chain grocery business.
As soon as the Standard Commodity List is completed, a store
order blank can be designed, upon which all commodities, standard
shipping units and commodity numbers are printed in the same
order as the piling of the selection stock in the warehouse. Thus,
all goods for each floor are kept in sequence on the order blank,
which is perforated so that each floor or section can be separated
from all other floors or sections.
The completion of the standard list also permits the ordering
of linotype slugs for each commodity item, with which the captions
on each card are printed. It is not absolutely necessary to print
the card captions, but consecutive numbering is essential, and
caption printing and numbering can be done at the same time on
any light, rapid automatic-feed printing press. Four thousand
cards per hour can be averaged on such a press. The captions
make pulling from the inventory file somewhat more accurate and
it also puts “United States” instead of punched code holes into
the store statistical files. The slugs are also used for printing
special store inventory cards.
The linotype slugs may be filed very compactly into a slug
cabinet.
During this period of information preparation, various card
forms are prepared, some of them for tabulating use and others
of tabulating size for filing in with tabulating cards but which are
not to be punched.
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Tabulating Card Printing Order

One of the latter is the Tabulating Card Printing Order, which
is printed on cherry colored bristol board, 3¼x7%, and is used
to create all cards to be captioned originally, and to maintain the
stock of inventory tabulating cards from then on.
If a complete installation is specified there will be cards to
be captioned for: Merchandise Inventory, Merchandise Con
sumption, Master File, Minimum Stock, Danger Stock, Stock Out,
No Stock, Time-to-punch, Warehouse Inventory, File Inventory and
Printing Order.
All of these cards are included on the printing order cards.
An estimated annual consumption of each commodity must
be entered on the standard list, and a printing order (on the
printing order card) issued for one quarter the annual estimated
total as an initial stock of tabulating inventory cards. The tabu
lating inventory cards are numbered consecutively from one and
up, and each succeeding lot starts with the next number higher than
the last previous number.
Appropriate quantities for each of the other card forms are
also entered on the printing order card after which the blank cards
are collated and the entire lot printed as one run.
The following are examples of typical captions:
1-18
4-41

2-2

1 PKG 12½ lb,

1 CS 24/No 2

1 PKG 3/lge

1-56

CRISCO 6030

FANCY SUCCOTASH 9540

GEO WASHINGTON COFFEE 1162

1 CS 30/dz

STATE EGGS 1320

Printed Storage Inventory Tabulating Cards.

This stock of various forms of captioned cards is called
“Printed Storage.” After the original inventory file has been set
up, Printed Storage Inventory Tabulating Cards represent the
goods to be purchased. To keep up this stock of cards the printing
order card is filed in the Printed Storage file about thirty days
ahead of the last card.
For example, assume that the annual estimated consumption
of Campbells’ Pork and Beans to be 5,000 cases. A printing order
would be entered for 1,250 Inventory Tabulating Cards, 825 Mer
chandise Consumption Cards, 5 Merchandise Minimum Cards, etc.
At about Inventory Tabulating Card Number 25 the printing order
card would be filed in, so that as soon as the first 825 inventory
tabulating cards have been used a printing order for an additional
printing of 1,250 inventory tabulating cards, etc., would be auto
matically issued.
The first operating function, therefore, is the printing and
numbering of tabulating inventory cards and subsidiary cards
for all items on one floor or warehouse section and the setting
up of the printed storage file.
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Warehouse Inventory Tabulating Cards

The next step is the physical inventory of a section or floor
of the warehouse, taken on warehouse inventory tabulating cards,
and priced, and costed, and extended at price and cost. After
a count and recount, inventory tabulating cards and merchandise
consumption cards for each inventory item are withdrawn from
printed storage and punched up completely and placed in open
table files back of lettered guide cards.
For example, if there were 67 cases of Old Dutch Cleanser
according to inventory, the inventory tabulating cards printed up
for Old Dutch Cleanser from card No. 1 to card No. 67 would
be withdrawn from the file and punched up for Commodity Descrip
tion and name (alphabetical), quantity (always one), contents,
weight, retail price, retail extension and cost extension, and the
sixty-seven punched cards would then be placed in an open tub
file back of a guide card, headed up for Old Dutch Cleanser.
Eventually there would be a table file or more for each floor
and a pack of cards for each different commodity in stock.
In case the shipping unit was 1 dozen, Campbells Mock Turtle
Soup, for instance, and the stock at inventory time was in cases
of 4 dozen cans each, four tabulating inventory cards would be
opened for each case in stock. At some later time all the cases
might be opened and packages of 1 dozen cans each wrapped up.
Through this procedure is kept a graphic, unit, perpetual
inventory, with a prepunched tabulating card as the proxy, so to
speak, of each unit of shipment in stock. Since each card is num
bered, by subtracting the lowest number from the highest (and
adding one) the stock on hand is ascertained.
Merchandise Consumption Cards

This kind of an inventory permits the use of various automatic
signals and master cards which can be filed in with the inventory
cards where desired. For example, merchandise consumption units,
each representing an estimated half week’s consumption, are filed
in at regular intervals, every 20, 25 or 50 inventory cards apart,
according to the quantity of estimated semi-weekly use.
The merchandise consumption cards are punched for day of
year, number of units (10, 20, 25 or 50, etc.), description, name
and number of commodity, total gross weight of 10, 20 or 25, etc.,
and total cost.
The cut corners of the merchandise consumption unit tabulat
ing cards are to the right instead of the left, so that the corners
project in the inventory file, graphically indicating the number
of weeks of each stock on hand. As merchandise consumption unit
tabulating cards are reached in the file through the withdrawal
of merchandise inventory tabulating cards, they are also with
drawn. Each day’s accumulation of merchandise consumption unit
tabulating cards are gang punched for the day-of-year used, and
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held until week-end, for weekly tabulation of merchandise used.
For example, if the merchandise consumption unit of Comet Rice
is 30, and two merchandise consumption unit cards for Comet
Rice have been withdrawn, the merchandise consumption tabula
tion will contain two successive entries as follows:
Day Day
Quan Gross
Total
Rec’d Used
Descrpn. Name
No.
tity Weight
Cost
142
216
Comet
Rice
5867
30
1500
$96.00
142
219
Comet
Rice
5867
30
1500
96.00
From this tabulation entries of each week’s consumption in
terms of Merchandise Consumption Units are made on the Buyer’s
Purchase Record. In the Comet Rice example “60” would be posted
on the purchase record. If four or five entries appeared on the
tabulation, this condition would indicate an accelerated demand and
act as a warning to the buyers.
By sorting each week’s cards in with previous weeks, a ware
house turnover record of excellence is available, showing day re
ceived and day used of each unit, and the intervening period of
stock on hand, for each and every commodity. A year’s merchan
dise movement record for key commodities, therefore, can readily
be tabulated and compiled.
Minimum Cards

and

Danger Cards

A Minimum Card of distinctive color also with projecting
corner acts as a signal to the buying department, informing the
purchasing agent that it is time to re-purchase. The Minimum
Card becomes the buying department tickler until the receipt of
merchandise again puts Inventory Tabulating Cards in file into
which at the predetermined point the Minimum Card may be filed.
In like manner a Danger Card warns the Buying Department
that the stock of a commodity is getting too low. The Danger Card
indicates “Get busy and follow up your purchases!”
To illustrate the use of the Minimum and Danger Cards, the
demand for Cream of Wheat might average forty cases per week.
Assuming a local supply to be available a minimum point at 75 or
100 cases would be correct with the Danger Card filed 25 cards
from the last Inventory Tabulating Card. If there were no local
supply and freight shipments were necessary, the minimum stock
point would be around 150 cases, with the Danger Card at 50.
Out Cards and Out of Stock Cards

On the top or front of each pack of Inventory Tabulating cards
an Out Card is placed. Daily lists of Outs are tabulated for report
ing to executives and to the interested departments the commodities
which are no longer in stock. A file of Out Cards of the goods not in
stock is maintained for follow-up purposes. When goods arrive, the
Out Cards are returned to the Inventory File.
12

Form 2
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In front of the Out Card in each pack tabulating “OS” Cards
are filed to show the number of times an “OUT” item has been
ordered by stores. These “OS” or out of stock cards are pulled, if
no Inventory Tabulating Cards are in file, just as if they were In
ventory Tabulating Cards. They are tabulated at the end of store
invoices as a report to the stores of goods ordered which cannot be
shipped (see the Store Invoice, Form 2).
These invoice tabulations of goods not in stock also permit the
filling of “Out” items from new goods just coming into the Receiv
ing Department. The “out of stock” items shown on the bill are
rubber-stamped “Shipped—Priced Invoice Will Follow,” if items
are included in the delivery. “Cannot Furnish” is stamped on items
which stores are not to re-order.
Therefore items tabulated on the store invoices following the
“Out of Stock” caption are stamped “Shipped,” “Cannot Furnish”
or are to be re-ordered.
Other Stock Signals

Other optional kinds of signals can also be profitably used.
These include a “Time-to-Punch” signal if only part of the cards
of any commodity are punched for price. In order to prevent
wasteful card spoilage, price is only punched into a few inventory
tabulating cards for items subject to frequent price changes.
A weekly use signal is an automatic means of reporting all
items which have not been shipped at all in any current week. As
the economic advantages of chain groceries depend on rapid turn
over and active demand, the weekly use report of items not shipped
should represent a “commodity” suicide list.”
Confirmatory and reconciling inventories are also fully covered
by automatic signals in the perpetual inventory file. Every Danger
Signal is followed by “Take Inventory” cards. Therefore inven
tories are taken in most cases when the stocks are low (down to
the Danger point). A “Monthly Inventory” signal in each com
modity is removed each month when an inventory is taken. If no
inventory, then a special inventory is taken for each “Monthly
Inventory” signal remaining in the file.
The commodity items in the perpetual inventory file follow
the order of the goods in the warehouse and the order of the store
order blank and the buyer’s purchase record. The perpetual inven
tory file is a graphic, concentrated replica of the warehouse. Each
file table represents a floor or section of the warehouse. This file
is the heart of the merchandising part of the business. It is the
center of purchase and warehouse control.
To compile the necessary information, to decide on standard
shipping units, to plan the best commodity arrangement, to classify
and code number all commodities, to determine gross profit class, to
create the store order blank, to print the initial prepared storage
inventory tabulating cards, to inventory and set up the files without
interfering with the business routine—requires a tremendous effort.
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But once done, the savings, the simplicity, completeness of informa
tion, and vital control, justify every bit of advance work.
As a matter of fact the advance analysis pays for itself since
every business is benefited by intensive study of its methods.
After appropriate supply of the various kinds of tabulating
and signal cards are numbered and printed for each commodity on
a given floor or section of the warehouse, and are filed away in
the Printed Storage File. They are used in the routine of the sys
tem. A floor or section might contain 100 to 250 different com
modities and there would, therefore, be from 100 to 250 stocks of
cards, containing numbers and printed headings, each stock con
taining from one to several thousand inventory tabulating cards,
with lesser quantities of the subsidiary cards, all unpunched.
Physical Inventory

The next step is the physical inventory of the commodities in
agreement with the prepared cards. As rapidly as inventoried, a
corresponding number of perpetual inventory tabulating cards
(and subsidiary cards) would be withdrawn from printed storage
and punched for unit, description, name, commodity number,
weight, price, retail extension, and cost extension, and placed in
open table files behind boldly lettered guide cards. The merchandise
consumption cards, and the various signal cards would be filed into
place.
Stores Orders

The next step in the routine of the system is the handling of
store orders. Each store orders from the warehouse once or twice
each week on predetermined days. The warehouse maintains an
order register for checking up the receipt of orders and following
up delinquent stores.
Deliveries to stores follow a fixed schedule. The automobiles
for the same fifteen or eighteen or twenty-five stores are loaded
every Monday morning, etc. In fact, each hour has its scheduled
loadings. Therefore, the store orders are delivered by the Order
Censor and Register Clerk to the inventory files in schedule se
quence.
For each shipping unit on a store order the pulling clerks pull
a tabulating inventory card or out-of-stock tabulating card from
file, keeping the pulled cards in the same order as the order blank
(and file).
Inventory Tabulating Cards

The inventory tabulating cards (and out-of-stock tabulating
cards if any) for each separate floor or section of the warehouse,
are passed to the punching clerks and the store number is gang
punched into all the cards for each store order. No checking of
the cards against the store order is necessary, as experience has
indicated that the pulling operation is so accurate that a re-checking
15

does not pay. Owing to the fact that the goods are selected from
a copy of the tabulated invoice, prepared from the inventory cards
themselves, a mistake in pulling the card does nothing more than
ship a store an item which was not ordered but is probably usable,
and fails to ship them an item which was ordered, but maintains
the correctness of the inventory file and invoices the store properly
for the goods that were actually shipped, thus avoiding any financial
error. It would be bad service to ship the wrong goods frequently
but after two or three weeks’ experience pulling clerks become
remarkably accurate.
The inventory tabulating cards and the out-of-stock tabulating
cards with the necessary designating cards for date, section or floor,
store number, and store address are then put in the hopper of the
tabulating machine and a duplicate invoice produced (for each floor
or section if necessary).
Invoices

The original of the invoice is shorter than the duplicate in
order to eliminate the Cost of Commodity column (see Form 2, page
13). Therefore the stores only receive the retail price and the
retail extension for each commodity shipped.
In case of expense supply items such as bags, wrapping paper,
twine, etc., no retail is shown as these items are not for sale. The
cost extension, however, is tabulated on the duplicate of the invoice.
Attached to the original copy of the invoice is a detachable perfor
ated coupon, on the back of which the store number, etc., has been
tabulated at the same time as the tabulation of the invoice heading.
This coupon is signed by the store manager on receipt of the goods
listed and returned to the warehouse by the driver, with any nota
tions of shortage, overage, or damage entered thereon.
The yellow duplicate of the invoice is sent to the warehouse as
the medium of merchandise selection, rechecking and loading (ship
ment). The yellow duplicate of the invoice stays on the trucks
from the warehouse floors and sections while the goods are being
rechecked by the checkers and until they are loaded on the auto
mobiles, ready for delivery. The invoice originals are delivered to
the driver for the store managers. The duplicate of the invoice is
returned to the warehouse office, checked off of the order and
shipping register and becomes the basis for charging the store.
Any changes of brand or option or shortage is noted on the yellow
duplicate of the invoice and corrections issued accordingly.
Billing

The billing is done at the rate of 50 to 75 items a minute with
almost absolute accuracy. As far as the writer knows, this method
accomplishes for the first time, automatic billing, without price
clerks, cost clerks, extenders, re-checkers, and typewriters.
The Master Card for charging the store is punched from each
of the invoice copies containing both cost and retail store number,
etc. These Master Cards, with other Master Cards representing
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PERIOD

ANALYSIS OF SHIPMENTS TO STORES
H. W. Whitney —.—.--- - -- STORE ADDRESS.___ 999 Cleveland Ave.-----------store NO.—142——
2 weeks ending____
July 21, 1923
DATE COMPILED July 23, 1923---------

DAVIDSON System 2M922F25

AT RETAIL

% Of TOTAL

AT COST

% PROFIT

ANALYSIS OF GENERAL GROCERY SHIPMENTS AC.

CORDING TO PROFIT PERCENTAGES

UNDER 10%

2 7.52

6.11

115.80

9 6 99

14.52

144.66

18.89

11 6 48

19.41

120 63

22.41

19 9 08
561. . 01

38.21

10 to 15%
15 to 20%
20 to 25%

15559

20.32

OVER 25%

322 85

42.08

TOTAL GENERAL GROCERIES

25 63

3.59
15.12

765 . 82

100.

26.75

ANALYSIS OF ALL SHIPMENTS ACCORDING
TO KIND OF GROCERIES

BUTTER
COFFEE
EGGS
SUGAR
TEA
PRODUCE
MILK. CHEESE. OLEO, LARD,
SHORTENING
BAKING POWDER, SPICES
EXTRACTS
CANDY, CHOCOLATE, COCOA,
DESERTS
JAMS. JELLIES, PRESERVES, SYRUPS,
BEVERAGES
OLIVE OIL, SALAD OIL SAUCES,
VINEGAR. PICKLES, OLIVES
CANNED FRUITS,
CANNED VEGETABLES
CANNED MEAT. SOUP and FISH
FLOUR. CEREAL and SEEDS

DRIED FRUIT, SUNDRIES
HOUSEHOLD GOODS
SOAPS, POWDERS, CLEANSERS,
POLISHES, LAUNDRY GOODS

TOTAL GROCERIES SHIPPED

165 05

10.91

14714

10.81

157 45

3.61
10.41

4303
13 2 2 0

20.21
16.00

225 3 0

14.89

210 0 7

6.73

37 47

2.48

2139

42.91

106 81

7.06

72 95

31.70

X08 94

7.20

87 70

19.41

14 94

.99

10 31

31.00

13 67

.91

8 92

34.71

10 44

.69

8 05

22.81

82 62

5.46

32 39

60.78

179 62

11.89

13 9 0 1

22.62

79 30

5.24

57 75

27.16

10443

6.91

82 2 8

21.20

52 30

3.46

So 80

29.62

119 36

7.89

97 80

18.01

1188.39

21.41

1 512.58

100.

10 6 6

EXPENSE SUPPLIES

Form 3
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bank deposits, petty cash vouchers, and direct shipment invoices
are tabulated for each store at the end of the month as the ledger
account of that month’s store operations.
Further Uses of Inventory Tabulating Cards

The Inventory Tabulating Cards after the invoices have been
created are sorted daily to general commodity classification and
are tabulated at retail and cost to set up the daily record of gross
profit percentage for the total shipments and for each general
grocery classification. These percentage figures are set up in
graphic chart form and provide an absolute control of profit per
centage.
The Tabulating Inventory Cards are then re-sorted to store
number and are filed in wall files according to stores and according
to months.
Analysis of Shipment

to

Stores

Each month or each sixty days as desired an analysis of store
shipments (see Form 3, page 17) is tabulated at retail and at cost
by general commodity classification, to provide a ratio of sales of
the various classes of commodities in each store and the gross profit
of each store, or the figuring of losses on special sales, etc. For
example, it would be highly desirable if tea would be 4% of the
total sales of all stores. The monthly or bi-monthly tabulation
might indicate 1% or
of tea sales for a certain store, which
would immediately give a basis for development work in that store.
The routine in detail for the Merchandise Consumption Cards,
the Minimum Cards, the Danger Cards, the Out Cards, and the
various other signals which are withdrawn from the inventory
tabulating file as reached by pulling clerks is beyond the scope of
this article. Each step of the way, however, is a simple following
through of what amounts to a proxy of the physical transaction.
Instead of handling the merchandise it is really handling a repre
sentative of each unit of merchandise.
Conclusion

To sum up, the four major objects of the system aimed at are:
Purchase, warehouse, store and profit control. These objects have
been attained by the use of two principal devices or methods: 1.
A unit, prepunched perpetual inventory of tabulating cards; and
2. the automatic creation of billing, warehouse selection, and stat
istical records by mechanical tabulation.
The following results accomplished by the system appear
to be irresistible and hitherto unrealized: Completeness of vital
information, dominating control, accuracy and immediacy, sim
plicity, and clerical economy.
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